
EXPERIENCE

Closest to get to. Longest amount of 

time on the trail. Least physical 

because of flatter terrain. Adults get 

to drive. Lots of contact with dogs.

Most balanced offering: This tour is 

in the middle in terms of physical 

requirements(terrain), distance to 

get to, and time on the trail. Adults 

get to drive. Lots of contact with 

dogs. Oldest, largest, most 

structured operation

Another balanced offering: This tour 

is in the middle in terms of physical 

requirements(terrain), distance to 

get to, and time on the trail. Adults 

get to drive. Lots of contact with 

dogs. Only offered during part of the 

winter.

No transportation. In the middle in 

terms of physical requirements, but 

trails are quite technical technial 

(but suitable for all). Adults get to 

drive. Lots of contact with the dogs. 

Only offered during part of the 

winter. 

No transportation. Adults drive in 

tandem with guide. Recommended 

for participants who want a guide on 

each dogsled with them 

(personalized). Only offered during 

part of the winter.

Our longest tour. For those who 

want a full day outing. Very small 

groups(maybe just you). Guide on 

each dogsled.

ENVIRONMENT
Fields and forest. Views of Mont-

Tremblant. 
Forest, hilly terrain. Forest.

Forest and hilly terrain with lots of 

curves. 
Forest with mountains and valleys. Forest with mountains and valleys. 

DURATION
Approx. 1h15 including stop at the 

end for hot chocolate.

Approx. 1h including 15  min. stop 

for hot-chocolate.   

Approx. 1h including 15 min. stop for 

hot chocolate.   

Approx 1h15 min including a stop at 

the end for hot chocolate and 

cookies. 

Approx 1 to 1h30 hours on the trail. 

Approx. 3 hours on the trail. 1,5 hrs 

in the morning, 1h stop for lunch and 

1,5 hrs on the trail in the afternoon. 

Also includes nature interpretation.  

PRICE $96-$143 $96-$143
$75-$146 with transport / $64-135 

without transport
$81-$115 $125-260 $257-$465

CONDITIONS

Min. 3 yrs Max weight: 110 kg 

/240lbs. Min 14 yrs and 90 lb to 

drive. No expectant mothers. 

Min. 3 yrs (children ride with the 

guide) Max weight: 110 kg /240lbs. 

Min 14 yrs and 90 lb to drive. No 

expectant mothers. 

Min 2 yrs. For teens 13-17, the guide 

will decide if they can drive the sled. 

No expectant mothers.

Min. 3  years. Max weight: 113 kg / 

250 lb. Min. 14 years and 40 kg/ 90 

lb to drive. No expectant mothers. 

All ages No expectant mothers. Age 6 min. No expectant mothers. 

LOCATION 5 minutes, in Mont-Tremblant 30 minutes, north of Tremblant
25 minutes,  south-west of 

Tremblant. 
45 minutes, north of Tremblant.

36 minutes, south-east of 

Tremblant 

36 minutes, south-east of 

Tremblant 

TRANSPORT Optional. Included. Optional. Included. Optional. Extra cost. No transport. No transport. No transport. 

EXTRAS

At the end warm up with hot 

chocolate and cookies. Possibility to 

buy photos on site.  

Includes a stop in a warm cabin with 

hot chocolate and cookies. (approx 

20 min.) Light meal (soup and  fruits) 

wil be served at the lodge at the end.   

Possibility to buy photos on site.  

Stop in a warm shack (+- 20 min) 

with homemade traditional desserts 

and hot chocolate. Light meal (soup) 

will be served at the end. Possibility 

to buy photos on site. 

Hot chcoclate and cookies served in 

yurt  (comfortable heated mongolian-

style tent) at the end. 

Hot chocolate served at the end. 

Lunch includes salmon or trout or 

cheese fondue, potatoes, carrots, 

cheese, dessert and coffee, tea or 

hot chocolate. 

** This table is provided for comparison purposes ONLY and is NOT meant as a complete activity representation/description.

Please see the specific activity page for COMPLETE information

PERSONALISED ADVENTURE                  

1 ou 1.5 HOUR

PERSONALISED ADVENTURE           

FULL DAY
NORDIC     ADVENTURE

DOGSLED COMPARISON 

TABLE **
DIABLE      ADVENTURE FOREST     ADVENTURE  VALLEY    ADVENTURE


